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Election costing
A common IFI function?
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39% of OECD IFIs have a role 
in policy costing, only 4 are 
formally mandated to cost 

election platforms
Source: OECD IFI Database (2019)



• Builds on regular modelling work but…

– Requires broad range of analyses at one point in time

– Deals with more novel, untested policy ideas

– High political stakes, can result in gaming
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Election costing
Growing debate on IFIs undertaking election costings

=> Needs to be well-resourced and well-designed



• What to cost
– All parties vs. significant parties

– Individual policies vs. platforms

• How to cost
– Rigour: bottom-up costing vs “test of reasonableness”

– Scope: static, dynamic

– Time horizon of effects

• Presentation of results
– Timing: pre-election, post-election

– Measures: GDP, income equality, gender

• Complementary products
– E.g., Netherlands Promising Policy series
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Election costing
Some design aspects for consideration
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Anticipated coverage

Methodology

A range of tools and methods 
should be used with the most 

appropriate one to apply 
being judged on a case-by-

case basis

Quality assurance / external 
validation should be used to 
verify and improve estimates

Highlight uncertainty and 
address with sensitivity 

analysis

Tools and methods should be 
applied in a systematic 

manner over time

Draw on peers & international 
comparisons where possible

Scope of costing

As a minimum, cost estimates 
should establish the baseline 
and show the static effects of 

the policy change

Costings should also include 
an estimation of behavioural 
and first-round effects where 

appropriate

Interactions with other policy 
measures and potential 

offsetting policy responses 
should be considered

Both IFI resources and the scale 
of the measure should determine 

the scope of analysis

Results

Methodology, models, 
assumptions and validity 

period of costing should be 
disclosed so that costing can 

be replicated

Any confidential costings 
should be made public  once 

the intervention is announced

Audit should be undertaken to 
verify if previous estimates 

were broadly correct

Costs should be reported by 
fiscal year, and where possible, 
by phase of policy development

Illustrate distributional impacts 
and feedback mechanisms

Election costing
OECD working on costing benchmarks…
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Why is election costing important?

Equal access to independent costings 
helps level playing field between 
governing and opposition parties

Allows the political debate to 
focus on policy
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But most importantly…

Injects “realism” into 
political debate



Costing election manifestos

Thank you


